
Lower pulp prices already priced-in
Pulp: How low can it go?

We update our estimates for the P&P sector, with a still constructive

long term view, but acknowledge the cautious short term

environment. Channel checks highlight spot prices are already close

to US$600/t or lower, which means FOEX prices should continue to

trend lower. Although it seems we may be near a bottom, visibility

remains low and a risk of a still steep decline is not negligible, which

should keep shares pressured ST. That said, we see shares reflecting

pulp prices at US$525/t perpetuated (BRL 3.75), while our XP Pulp

Tracker Survey shows that 84% of investors already expect a decline

to US$550/t or lower. All-in, we maintain our Buy rating on Suzano,

but cut our PO to R$40/sh, with a Neutral on Klabin, R$19/sh PO.

Short-term pressure, but lower pulp prices already priced-in

From September’s 2018 peak to this week’s lows, China’s hardwood pulp prices dropped US$154/t to

US$617.8/t. A continued decline is still possible. However, our XP Pulp Tracker, a survey with 58 institutional

investors, corroborates our view that a decline in pulp prices is already priced-in (we see shares reflecting

US$525/t perpetuated). 19% of investors believe hardwood pulp prices will bottom at US$475-500/t, 29%

US$500-525/t, 36% at US$525-550/t and only 16% see prices troughing at US$550-575/t, with no response of a

price above such range (note spot is at US$618/t). We conservatively assume hardwood pulp prices at US$620/t

in 2019 and US$600/t in 2020 and for the long-term. Click here to access our full survey.

Maintain BUY on Suzano: Risk / reward skewed to the upside; R$40/sh PO

As previously highlighted, we think Suzano’s shares at R$30/sh imply pulp prices at US$525/t perpetuated, which

we see as too much. If we were to assume US$500/t perpetuated, noting this equates to perpetuate the

weakest real term pulp price in 30 years, shares would need to converge to R$25/sh, however, if assume

US$600/t, which we see as reasonable, shares would converge to R$50/sh. We see the risk reward skewed to

the upside. In our view: (1) producer pulp inventories should start to normalize towards YE, with lean consumer

inventories after a 9 month destocking in China; (2) potential new production cuts are likely should prices

significantly decline further – recall that Suzano announced in May a 1.5-1.9mt production cut to 9.0-9.4mt in

2019 and (3) no additional pulp capacity is expected by 2021 at least, which could even be delayed should prices

remain lower for longer. Lastly, we recall synergies from Fibria are yet to be captured (we estimate a total NPV of

R$12bn, 29% of Suzano’s market cap).

Maintain Neutral on Klabin; R$19/sh PO

We update our estimates for Klabin, assuming lower pulp prices, maintaining our Neutral rating. Although more

resilient to pulp prices than Suzano, we believe a challenging short-term for pulp should maintain Klabin’s shares

pressured as well, while the company is entering a investment phase with Puma II to expand its paper capacity,

with production to be up and running only by 2022 (i.e. a leveraging phase). In addition, paper results should

remain weak, in spite of better than expected cardboard volumes and prices throughout the year.
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R$/sh SUZB3 KLBN11

Rating BUY NEUTRAL

Price-target 40.0 19.0

Current price 30.4 15.4

Potential 32% 23%

EV/EBITDA 2019 7.0x 6.9x*

EV/EBITDA 2020 6.7x 7.0x*

*with Puma II project

https://bit.ly/2QVzzMb
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Klabin (R$mn) 2019 2020 2021 2022

Revenues 10.966 11.064 11.448 11.924

EBITDA 4.293 4.133 4.260 4.452

EBITDA mg 39,2% 37,4% 37,2% 37,3%

Net income 958 2.586 1.924 1.984

FCF yield 10,9% 16,2% 17,2% 17,0%

ND/EBITDA 2,6x 2,0x 1,6x 1,1x

ND/EBITDA with  growth 3,0x 3,0x 3,1x 2,6x

EV/EBITDA 6,9x 6,7x 6,3x 5,8x

EV/EBITDA with growth 6,9x 7,0x 6,8x 5,9x

Suzano (R$mn) 2019 2020 2021 2022

Revenues 27.482 28.546 29.570 30.896

EBITDA 13.032 12.868 13.366 14.110

EBITDA mg 47,4% 45,1% 45,2% 45,7%

Net income 826 5.095 3.251 3.880

FCF yield 6,3% 9,1% 9,1% 10,2%

ND/EBITDA 3,8x 3,5x 3,3x 3,0x

EV/EBITDA 7,0x 6,7x 6,3x 5,9x



1) This report was prepared by XP Investimentos CCTVM S.A. ( "XP Investimentos or XP ") according to all the requirements provided in CVM Instruction No. 598, of 
3 may 2018, aims to provide information that can help the Investor to make his or her own investment decision, not constituting any kind of offer or purchase 
request and/or sale of any product. The information contained in this report is considered valid on the date of disclosure and has been obtained from public 
sources. XP Investimentos are not liable for any decision made by the customer on the basis of this report. 

2) This report was prepared considering the product risk classification in order to generate allocation results for each investor profile. 

3) The signatory of this report declare that the recommendations reflect solely and exclusively their personal analyses and opinions, which have been produced 
independently, including in relation to XP Investimentos and which are subject to modifications without notice due to changes in market conditions, and that their 
remuneration are indirectly affected by revenue from business and financial transactions carried out by XP Investimentos. 
4) The analyst responsible for the content of this report and the compliance with CVM Instruction No. 598/18 is indicated above, and, in the event of an indication 
of another analyst in the report, the person responsible will be the first accredited analyst to be mentioned in Report. 

5) XP Investimento’s analysts are obliged to comply with all the rules laid down in the APIMEC’s conduct code for the securities analyst and XP Investimento’s
analyst of securities conduct policy. 

6) Our customer service is carried out by XP Investmentos employees or by autonomous investment agents who perform their activities through XP, in accordance 
with CVM N º 497/2011, which are registered in the association National of brokerages and distributors of securities and securities – ANCORD. The autonomous 
agent of investment cannot conduct consulting, administration or management of customer patrimony, and must act as an intermediary and request prior 
authorization from the client for the realization of any operation in the capital market. 

7) The products presented in this report may not be suitable for all types of customer. Before any decision, customers should carry out the suitability process and 
confirm that the products presented are indicated for their investor profile. This material does not suggest any change of portfolio, but only guidance on products 
suitable to a certain investor profile. 

8) The profitability of financial products may present variations and their price or value may increase or decrease in a short period of time. Previous performances 
are not necessarily indicative of future results. The profitability disclosed is not net of taxes. The information present in this material is based on simulations and 
the actual results may be significantly different. 

9) This report is intended for the exclusive circulation to XP Investimentos network, including autonomous XP agents and XP customers, and may also be released 
on the XP website. It is prohibited to reproduce or redistribute it to any person, in whole or in part, whatever the purpose, without the prior express consent of XP 
Investmentos. 

10) XP Investimentos Ombudsman has the mission to serve as a contact channel whenever customers who do not feel satisfied with the solutions given by the 
company to their problems. The contact can be performed by means of the phone: 0800 722 3710. 

11) The cost of the transaction and the billing policy are defined in the operational cost tables made available on XP Investimentos website: www.xpi.com.br
. 
12) XP Investimentos are exempt from any liability for any damages, direct or indirect, that come from the use of this report or its contents. 

13) Technical analysis and fundamental analysis follow different methodologies. Technical analysis is performed following concepts such as trend, support, 
resistance, candles, volumes, moving averages among others. Fundamental analysis uses as information the results disseminated by the issuing companies and 
their projections. In this way, the opinions of fundamental analysts, who seek the best returns given the market conditions, the macroeconomic scenario and the 
specific events of the company and the sector, may differ from the opinions of technical analysts, which aim to Identify the most likely movements on asset prices, 
using "stops" limit possible losses. 

14) Investment in stocks is indicated for moderate and aggressive profile investors, according to the suitability policy practiced by XP Investimentos. Stocks are a 
fraction of the capital of a company that is traded on the market. It is a financial instrument with variability, i.e. An investment in which profitability is not pre-
established, varies depending on market quotes. Investment in stocks is a high-risk investment and previous performances are not necessarily indicative of future 
results and no statement or warranty, expressed or implied, is made in this material in relation to performances. Market conditions, macroeconomic scenario, 
company-and sector-specific events can affect investment performance and may even result in significant asset losses. The recommended duration for the 
investment is medium-long term. There is no guarantee about the customer's assets in this type of product. 

15) Investment in options is preferably indicated for aggressive profile investors, according to the suitability policy practiced by XP Investimentos. In options 
market, the purchase or sale rights of a good shall be negotiated at a price fixed at a future date, and the purchaser of the negotiated duty should pay a premium 
to the seller as in a secure agreement. Operations with these derivatives are considered to be very high risk for presenting high risk and return relationships and 
some positions present the possibility of losses higher than the capital invested. The recommended duration for the investment is short-term and the customer's 
assets are not guaranteed in this type of product. 

16) Investment in terms is indicated for aggressive profile investors, according to the suitability policy practiced by XP Investments. They are contracts for the 
purchase or sale of a certain amount of shares at a fixed price for settlement within a specified period. The term of the contract is freely chosen by the investors, 
complying with the minimum period of 16 days and a maximum of 999 days. The price will be the value of the added share of a portion corresponding to the 
interest-which are set freely on the market, depending on the term of the contract. Every transaction in the term requires a guarantee deposit. These guarantees 
are provided in two forms: coverage or margin. 

17) Investment in future markets embeds risks of significant equity losses, and is therefore indicated for aggressive profile investors, according to the suitability 
policy practiced by XP Investments. Commodity is an object or price determinant of a future contract or other derivative instrument, which may substantiate an 
index, a fee, a movable value or a physical product. It is a very high risk investment, which includes the possibility of price fluctuation due to the use of financial 
leverage. The recommended duration for the investment is short-term and the customer's assets are not guaranteed in this type of product. Market conditions, 
climate change and the macroeconomic scenario can affect the performance of the investment. 
18) This institution is adhered to the ANBIMA code of Regulation and best practices for the distribution activity of retail investment products. 
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